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10 July 2020
Dear Year 11 Parents/Carers,
We hope you are well and your child is coping well during lockdown and filling their
time positively and productively.
We wanted to take this opportunity to write to you at the end of the academic year
and provide you with some additional information about the support for Year 11 in
school.
We are aware that a minority of Year 11 students are no longer checking their emails;
on their emails, they will have received the following over recent weeks:
● Pastoral check-ins from Heads of House, tutors and subject teachers
● Wider learning resources relevant for all students progressing to both College
and Sixth Form
● Details regarding Sixth Form entrance and summer work for those who have
applied
● Links to the Speakers for Schools schedule, with fantastic weekly engaging
talks on a range of topics and careers
● Invitations to Google hangouts with tutors on a weekly basis
Please can we ask you to remind your child to check their emails so that no key
communication is missed? For students who are leaving Tring School and not
returning to Sixth Form, their Google email and Drive will be disabled at the end of
August and they will need to remove any relevant files and emails prior to this.
We would like to outline to you two key events taking place over the next week and
we hope that Year 11 students will engage with both.
Today, Friday 10 July, the Leavers’ Assembly will be emailed out to students to view.
This includes celebratory slides from many teachers and is a wonderful way for
students to reflect on the last five years at Tring School.
These slides are also attached here and you are very welcome to view these
yourselves: Year 11 Leavers' Slides .
On Friday 17 July, from 8.40-9.40am, a tutor hangout will take place in tutor groups.
Students will watch a video recorded by our Leadership Team and celebratory slides
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from our Heads of House. They will also be able to bid farewell to their tutor group;
for some who are heading off to pastures new this will be a goodbye, and some
students will be returning in September for Sixth Form.
A separate correspondence will come to you regarding Results Day on Thursday 20
August 2020.
Today, there was a broadcast on Facebook and YouTube for all school leavers from
Boris Johnson. This will be accessible after today and students have been
encouraged to watch this.
We wish to take this opportunity to thank you for your ongoing support and to wish all
Year 11 students the very best as they progress to the next steps of their education.
We look forward to welcoming back all of those who are returning to Sixth Form and
we wish all the very best to those moving on to other educational institutions.
Yours faithfully
Mrs Heather Golla

Mrs Sally Kay

